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David Datuna, the performance artist who ate a banana Saturday afternoon in
Miami at Art Basel, speaks during a press conference in New York. — AFP 

Zhou Ziheng (center) and his son Vita (left) walks home in Shanghai. Wearing a pair of
black-rimmed glasses and a red T-shirt, an eight-year-old Chinese boy is logged in for an
online coding lessonóas the teacher. 

A pupil (left) reads a book outside a classroom as a woman waits to attend a class at a
childrenís computer coding training centre in Beijing. — AFP Photos

Performance artist David Datuna waited two
hours until “I was hungry” before eating a
pricey banana artwork in Miami, he explained

with laughter on Monday after returning to New
York. “It’s the first time one artist eats art of another
artist,” he said in a mirth-filled press conference. The
Tbilisi-born Datuna, who has lived in New York for
22 years, shook up the Art Basel Florida modern art
show Saturday when he ate the real banana that had
been plastered to the wall as part of a work by Italian
artist Maurizio Cattelan.  The work had been sold for
$120,000. In spite of the price, “it tasted like a regu-

lar banana,” Datuna said.
Datuna added that he didn’t need the publicity.

But he basked in his latest exploit, boasting that a
video of his “performance” had generated 40,000 to
50,000 messages on Instagram, many of them con-
gratulatory. Georgian-born artist Datuna praised
Cattelan, who is perhaps best known for his work
“America,” a toilet made of 18-carat gold. Cattelan’s
ideas are “genius,” said Datuna, who has never met
the Italian. “But I like also what I did.” Datuna has
previously shown works at the Smithsonian Institute’s
National Portrait Gallery in Washington and recently

opened a gallery in Long Island City, New York.
In June 2017, shortly after President Donald

Trump announced he would withdraw the US from
the Paris climate agreement, Datuna created a work
with Trump’s name in dry ice on a Manhattan side-
walk. The installation, titled “this too shall pass,”
gradually melted as New Yorkers gawked at the
work. Datuna said he has planned his next surprise
for the Super Bowl, the National Football League
championship on February 2, also in Miami. — AFP 

Wearing a pair of black-rimmed
glasses and a red T-shirt, an
eight-year-old Chinese boy is

logged in for an online coding lesson - as
the teacher. Vita has set up a coding tuto-
rial channel on the Chinese video stream-
ing site Bilibili since August and has so far
garnered nearly 60,000 followers and
over one million views. He is among a
growing number of children in China who
are learning coding even before they
enter primary school. The trend has been
fuelled by parents’ belief that coding skills
will be essential for Chinese teenagers
given the government’s technological
drive.

“Coding’s not that easy but also not
that difficult - at least not as difficult as
you have imagined,” says Vita, who lives in
Shanghai. The little boy uses his channel to
patiently take his students - who are
mostly children older than him and young
adults - step-by-step through an Apple-
designed coding app called Swift
Playgrounds Explaining as he goes, he
sometimes deliberately makes mistakes to
help show common errors to avoid.

“When I am teaching, I am learning
new things at the same time,” adds Vita.
China has been making huge investments
in robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI),
with the government issuing in 2017 an AI
development plan which suggested pro-
gramming courses be taught in both pri-
mary and secondary schools. China pub-
lished its first AI textbook last year, while
eastern Zhejiang province listed program-
ming as one subject for its college
entrance examination.

For Vita it was his father, Zhou Ziheng,
who has been his main support, editing his
videos and helping to run the channel.
Zhou, a freelance translator of scientific

and technology books, started to teach his
son how to write codes when he was five
years old. “I learnt coding when I was
young, so I always believed that Vita
learning coding at this age was something
normal,” he said. When Vita was four, they
started off by playing some coding-relat-
ed games together, which used icons to
replace codes.

After seeing that Vita played these
games very well, Zhou decided to help him
work on some real codes. This summer,
Vita surprised his father by successfully
rewriting the codes in an app which didn’t
work in an updated system by himself. “I
suggested to him to record how he
rewrote these codes,” said Zhou, and the
idea for online classes was born. Most
comments on Vita’s online videos express
amazement that he can write code and
even teach others at such a young age. “I
just learnt how to use the computer when I
was eight,” wrote one.

Supply and demand 
Parents who don’t have the skills to help

can send their children to coding agencies,
which are booming thanks to demand from
China’s middle-class families looking for
the best skills for their children. The value
of China’s programming education market
for children was 7.5 billion yuan (over $1
billion) in 2017, but is set to exceed to 37.7
billion yuan by 2020, according to
Analysys, a Chinese internet analysis firm.

“China’s programming education in
public school starts very late (compared to
developed countries), so our after-school
tutorial agency makes up for this short-
age,” said Pan Gongbo, general manager of
Beijing-based Tongcheng Tongmei, a cod-
ing education centre. The school’s
youngest student is only three years old.
For children under six, the agency offers a
special programme that includes activities
like Lego building, which also uses coding
knowledge and skills. 

According to Pan, children at six or sev-
en are fully capable of learning coding in
cognitive development. “Don’t underesti-
mate the learning speed of children. In
some of our courses, they learn even faster
than our adults,” he said. Ten-year-old Ji
Yingzhe has been studying the coding lan-
guage Python for half a year at the agency
- before that, he took a semester-long
course on fundamental robot building,
which he felt was too simple.

“The codes have already been written
for you, and all you have to do is to organ-
ise these (code blocks) in order,” he told
AFP. Ji’s father sent him to learn program-
ming because he was spending a lot of
time playing video games. There was a new
rule at home: Ji could only play the games
that he created himself. Ji has almost fin-
ished writing a simple version of the popu-
lar game “Plants vs Zombies”. In
November, Vita competed in a coding
competition for primary students, held by
the Shanghai Computer Society.

He spent two months learning the cod-
ing language C++ for the competition,
with the help of his father, going all the
way to the final despite being among the
youngest participants. In terms of what the
future holds, Zhou said it will depend on
Vita’s interest and ability - but he wants to
keep his son down-to-earth. “I told him:
‘you haven’t done anything remarkable,’”
said Zhou. “This is just one step of (his)
coding learning.” Vita says he is happy just
to have fans and followers. “Coding is a
long-term challenge,” he said. “(But)
download the app and you can start learn-
ing now.”— AFP 

When tens of thousands of French workers
downed tools and took to the streets in
protest against pension reform last

Thursday, in their midst was a seemingly unlikely
group of aggrieved picketers: ballet dancers from the
Paris Opera. More accustomed to gliding across
stages to orchestral melodies than pounding the
pavement to the rhythm of angry chants, the dancers
doffed their pointe shoes to defend a special retire-
ment regime they have enjoyed since 1689 under the
reign of the Opera’s founder, the Sun King Louis XIV.

Though by no means their first strike, “in 20 years
with this company, this is the first time that I saw
dancers in the streets,” said Alexandre Carniato, a
dancer and troupe representative on pension matters.
Of 154 dancers employed at the prestigious opera
house, “we were 120 who demonstrated, from the
corps de ballet to the principals,” he told AFP.

The arts have been a major casualty of the strike,
which caused the cancellation of several top ballet,
opera, and theatre shows in Paris, disappointing
tourists and locals who need to book long in advance
for the pricey seats. The Opera said 11 shows have
been cancelled at both its historic Garnier stage and
the modern Bastille venue since the strike started last
Thursday, representing a loss of 1.8 million euros ($2
million) in ticket revenues. The performances can-
celled have included the great classical ballet
“Raymonda”, the modern ballet “Le Parc” and a
hugely ambitious new production of Borodin’s opera
“Prince Igor”. And it is far from the only French cul-
tural institution to take a hit. The Comedie-Francaise,
France’s most prestigious theatre — which also has a
special pension regime - cancelled performances as
some of its staff went on strike.

Hired at 16
Carniato has just a year left before the obligatory

retirement age of 42 for Paris Opera dancers brings
the curtain down on his career. The limit was set by
taking into account the physical arduousness of the
job, the high injury risk, and the assumption that most
dancers cannot not continue performing at their best
beyond a certain age. “The Paris Opera Ballet is the
only employer in France to train its future employees
from the age of eight,” tweeted dancer Adrien
Couvez, adding the rate of work accidents in the sec-
tor “are among the highest in France.”

From the moment a dancer “is hired by the Opera
at 16, we have work days that last from 9:00 am to
11.30 pm... The older one gets, the more one worries
about not being able to keep it up,” said Carniato.  “At
40, some already have titanium (replacement) hips.”
Carniato said he would earn a pension of 1,067 euros
($1,180) per month from next year, which would aug-
ment what he expects to be a salary of about 1,200 if
he manages to find work as a school teacher. “The
biggest concern is finding a new job at the age of 42,”
he said. These, the dancers say, are among the rea-
sons for the special pension provision they now fear
will be taken away. But they are defending a regime
that is envied by counterparts dancing for highly
regarded ballet companies in cities like Bordeaux or
Toulouse. “The dancers of the Paris Opera are the
only ones in France with this advantageous retirement
age of 42 years,” tweeted Marc Ribaud, ballet direc-
tor at the Opera of Nice in southern France. “All the
other dancers have mainly part-time jobs with noth-
ing at the end of it!”

Musicians on strike too 
The government’s reform plan seeks to unify 42

separate pension schemes into a single points-based
system for all workers, which it says will be fairer, with
fewer exceptions for certain sectors - including rail
workers who retire earlier than most. The French state
covers half of the Paris Opera’s pension fund, about 14
million euros per year. On top of its dancers, several
other Opera workers are also on strike, including
musicians and machine operators. French Culture
Minister Franck Riester confirmed to BFMTV that the
Paris Opera’s special regime would disappear. “But
does this mean that we will not take into account the
realities of... certain jobs? Of course not,” he said,
without giving details. — AFP

The shock death of artist Juice WRLD
has renewed mainstream focus on the
“SoundCloud rappers,” a hip hop

subgenre whose angsty, jagged sound has
taken the internet - and the charts - by
storm. The unpolished movement takes its
name from the Berlin-headquartered plat-
form where its artists launched to fame, a
streaming site started in 2007 that lends
itself to discovery without the traditional
gatekeepers. But once seen as hip hop’s
disruptors, the scene is increasingly suc-
cumbing to a tragic fate: rapper Juice
WRLD’s weekend death, causes stil l
unknown, was only the latest to strike the
subgenre.

The DIY site SoundCloud once was
rap’s Wild West, where wannabe musicians
uploaded their rough, often emotionally
vulnerable music, promoting it to their dig-
itally savvy fan base elsewhere on social
media. The movement’s aesthetic fed the
music’s virality: neon-dyed dreads
bloomed from rappers’ skulls like mush-
rooming highlighter bouquets, as their sig-
nature facial tattoos promoted traction on
sites like Instagram. The young crop of

rappers cultivated a lo-fi sound with a case
of the blues, often centering on depres-
sion’s wounds - and the prescription drugs
that can dull the ache. 

“Numb the pain, take these Percs to the
mouth and the nose,” crooned Juice
WRLD in his song “HeMotions,” off the
2019 album “Death Race For Love.” “I’m
not a drug addict, got it all wrong / I’m just
a love addict ‘til my heart gone.” The artists
regularly cite use of the anxiety drug
Xanax, the painkiller Percocet, and the
concoction known as “lean” or “purple
drank.” The brew that originated in the US
south is typically prescription-grade
cough syrup - which contains the opiate
codeine - mixed with soda, and sometimes
also hard candy or alcohol. 

Art, fast and dirty
In recent years the SoundCloud rappers

took their chaotic energy mainstream, as
the buzzy scene triggered bidding wars
among labels to sign music’s latest shiny
object. According to US media, rough esti-
mates of major deals included $8 million to
the hyperactive 19-year-old Lil Pump and

$10 million to XXXTentacion, who signed
weeks before his murder in 2018.
Streaming’s reign set the stage for the
SoundCloud rappers’ volcanic rise, allow-
ing artists to evade the industry’s tradition-
al power brokers and drop music whenever
they wanted. SoundCloud is also a haven
for DJs, and 17-year-old breakout super-
star Billie Eilish first went viral there.

But rap is the dominating force in the
industry today, accounting for about a
quarter of on-demand streams in 2018,
according to market monitor BuzzAngle.
Rappers “as a group are making music
about what’s happening today - and mak-
ing it available,” said Larry Miller, director
of New York University’s music business
program. “I think they got the power of
free, or cheap, music-making tools and free
music distribution faster and in larger num-
bers than other genres did,” he told AFP.
“They are just putting the art out there -
and doing it fast.”

Emotionally raw 
But though the SoundCloud rappers

appeared a burgeoning force, the move-
ment appears to be imploding. A hip hop
mutation with a punk spirit, many of its
figures lead volatile, sometimes crime-rid-
den lives. Its outlaw artist XXXTentacion
- who broke out with the lurid hit “Look
At Me!” - was murdered at age 20. He
already had a string of charges to his
name, including false imprisonment and
domestic abuse for allegedly beating his
pregnant girlfriend.

And the 23-year-old Tekashi69, seeking
leniency on racketeering and weapons

charges, this year was a star government
witness at the trial of alleged former gang
associates. Others have succumbed to the
demons evoked in their art: Juice WRLD’s
death followed the passing of fellow rapper
Lil Peep, sometimes dubbed SoundCloud’s
Kurt Cobain, who suffered an accidental
overdose of fentanyl and Xanax in 2017.

Though the musical movement is some-
times overshadowed by associated drugs
and violence, lyrically the subgenre marked
a shift for hip hop. The bars get emotional-
ly raw, and are sometimes less akin to tra-
ditional hip hop than 2000s-era emo rock
bands like Panic! at the Disco. Juice WRLD
- whose breakout hit “Lucid Dreams” last
year stayed for months in the top 10 of
Billboard’s hottest songs - was particularly
known for exploring weighty themes
including mortality and heartache, con-
trasting foreboding beats with tender,
melodic hooks.

“I feel like people are not afraid to
touch on all their emotions,” the rapper
told NPR prior to his death, in an unpub-
lished interview the outlet released in
part upon his passing. “Back in the day,
especially when everybody was trying to
act hard all the time, I feel like people just
wasn’t touching on that side of their life,”
he continued. “I feel as though some of
the people now are more mature and
more grown than the people back then
because they talk about everything that
they went through.” “Everything, not just
the violence.” — AFP 

In this file photo, Juice WRLD performs during
McDonaldís Beat Of My City Chicago in Chicago,
Illinois. — AFP 

Parents and guardians wait outside a children’s computer coding training centre in
Beijing. 


